WELCOME TO OENO’S SCULPTURE GARDEN at HUFF ESTATE

Our engaging four-acre Sculpture Garden was designed as a place to discover, contemplate, and celebrate the interplay of dynamic works of art and the environment that surrounds them.

Materials used in creating the garden — limestone, granite rocks, sand and over forty thousand perennials — all celebrate the landscape of The County. Pathways lead to many points of discovery: groves of trees, a herb garden, healing labyrinth and spring-fed quarry, Catharine’s Rose Garden and grapevine arbours and to the many outstanding sculptural works by exceptional artists. Each sculpture transforms its own area of the garden and all are available for sale. Further information can be obtained from Oeno Gallery.

In Greek mythology, Oeno was the goddess who had the ability to turn anything into wine. It is very fitting that this Sculpture Garden is a partnership between Oeno Gallery and Huff Estates Winery. We hope you savour your time here, find inspiration and perhaps a new appreciation for the relationship between all creative energies.

Note: Parents are responsible for the supervision of their children. Please ensure that they refrain from touching sculptures and keep a safe distance from the edge of the pond.
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